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Abstract. In agent models often it is assumed that the agent maintains internal

representations of the material world (e.g., its beliefs). An overall model of the
agent and the material world necessarily incorporates sub-models for physical
simulation and symbolic simulation, and a formalisation of the (static and
dynamic) representation relation between the two types of sub-models. If it is
also taken into account that the agent's mind has a materialisation in the form
of a brain, the relations between mind and matter become more complex. The
question of how the different types of interaction between mind and matter of
an agent and the material world can be modelled in a semantically sound
manner is the main topic of this paper. The model can be used to simulate a
variety of phenomena in which (multiple) mind-matter interactions occur, such
as sensing, acting, (planned) birth and death, causing brain damage, and
psychosomatic diseases.

1 Introduction
To be able to maintain interaction with a dynamic (material) world is one of the
crucial abilities of most agents. How to define the semantics of the relation of an
agent with the material world in a formal manner is a nontrivial issue. For example, in
[Pylyshyn, 1986] the relations are described by so-called transducers that connect
aspects of the material world to symbolic representations and vice versa. Also in
practical agent m o d e l l i n g projects the division and relation between agent and
material world is not trivial. For example, a cup on a table can be considered part of
the material world, but it is also convenient to consider material aspects of the agent
as part of the world; for example a relation between the cup and a robot gripper that
has picked up the cup then can be viewed as part of the structure of the material
world. This perspective can be extended to a material world describing two agents
shaking hands or even one agent, the left hand of which has gripped the right hand.
These external material agent aspects (the agent's matter) can be modelled as different
from the internal mental aspects of the agent such as its beliefs about the world, its
goals and plans, and its reasoning (the agent's mind). If it is also taken into account
that the agent's mind has a materialisation in the form of brain, the relations between
mind and matter become more complex. The question of how the different manners in
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which the mind and matter aspects of an agent relate, and how their interaction can be
modelled is the main topic of the current paper.

1.1 The Knowledge Representation Hypothesis
One of the starting points is the knowledge representation hypothesis formulated in
[Smith, 1982, 1985]. The essence of this hypothesis is the strict division between (a)
the meaning of a representation, that can be attributed from outside, and (b) the
manipulation of representation structures independent of their meaning, that is, it
proceeds on the basis of form only.
In logic the knowledge representation hypothesis is the basis for formal systems.
These systems formally define a language (in which formulae stand for the
representations of knowledge), e.g., the language of predicate logic. The attribution of
semantics is formalised by formal structures (called models, standing for world states
the knowledge refers to); e.g., [Tarski, 1956; Dalen, 1980; Chang and Keisler, 1973;
Hodges, 1993]. For connections to reasoning systems, e.g., see [Weyhrauch, 1980;
Treur 1988, 1991]. The manipulation of these syntactical structures is based on
inference rules, such as modus ponens, conjunction introduction, and others. These
inference rules are defined in a generic manner: they do not depend on the meaning of
the formulae on which they are applied.
Formal systems as defined in logic can be used to formalise cognitive
representation systems and their (reference) relation with the material world they
represent. However, there is a second type of relation between a cognitive system and
the material world: the cognitive representations themselves are embodied in a
material form in the brain.

1.2 Two Types of Representations
Although it is not known in all details how the mental activities of a human agent take
place, it is clear that the brain is an essential material aspect of it. Every thought is
somehow physically embodied within the brain and every reasoning process is
performed as physical brain activity. This is a completely different relation between a

Fig. 1.

Dualrepresentation relations
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symbolic system and a material system that has nothing to do with the content of the
symbolic representation (i.e., the material world aspects the representations refer to),
but only with the form in which the representation is materialised.
In this paper we interpret the materialisation of representations as a second
process of representation, on which again the knowledge representation hypothesis
can be applied. For example, consider the concept of time. The symbolic
representation noon can be represented in a material manner by a clock. A clock, a
material piece of machinery, represents the symbol noon by the material configuration
in which both hands of the clock point upward. Manipulations with these material
representations take place according to physical laws that indeed (as demanded by the
knowledge representation hypothesis) are independent of the content the
representations refer to; i.e., the movement of the hands of the clock just follow
physical laws and are not affected in any manner by our attribution of semantics to
the material configurations that occur.
Thus, following the knowledge representation hypothesis, it is not only possible to
represent material aspects in a symbolic manner, it is also possible to represent
symbolic or mental aspects in a material manner. We distinguish the two types of
representation as material representation versus symbolic representation. Dual
representation relations are obtained (see Figure 1): material aspects of the world
have a symbolic representation, and symbolic aspects have a material representation.
Note that these relations are not related in a direct manner; e.g., they are not each
others' inverse. Specific and bi-directional types of mind-matter interaction do occur
frequently: observations in the material world affecting the information in the brain
(sensing), mental processes leading to material actions affecting the world (acting),
material processes in the world affecting the brain itself (e.g., causing brain damage),
or mental processes affecting the material state of the body (e.g., causing
psychosomatic diseases).

Fig, 2.

Simulating the material world and the cognitive symbolic system representing it.
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1.3 Simulation of Material and Symbolic Processes and their Interactions
The model developed in this paper simulates both types of mind-matter interaction.
The material world in which agents live and think is depicted in Figure 2 at the right
bottom. The cognitive symbolic system depicted at the right top represents the world
and performs reasoning about the world (cf., [Lindsay and Norman, 1977, 1989;
Newell, 1980; Laird, Newell and Rosenbloom, 1987; Simon and Kaplan, 1989]).
In order to make a model of the interacting material and symbolic processes that is
executable on a computer system, a (formal) simulation model can be made. The
simulation model is depicted on the left-hand side of Figure 2. It formalises the
following processes:
- the material processes in the physical world
- the symbolic processes in the cognitive system
- the interaction between these two types of processes
Note that a simulation does not pretend to have the exact same behaviour as the
original system: a rough approximation may be sufficient to obtain a specific insight
in these processes.

2 An Example of Multiple Interaction Between Mind and Matter
Consider an agent walking down a street, see Figure 3 (position p0. The agent
observes that he can buy an ice-cream in the supermarket across the street (the
supermarket is at position pa in Figure 3). As he has a desire for ice-cream, he sets
himself the goal of visiting the super-market. To do this he has to cross the street.
Although the shrub to his left limits his view of the road, he decides to cross the street
as he does not see any cars.

Fig. 3.

Initial situation

Fig. 4.

Situation at the time of the accident

Unfortunately, there is a car coming down the street. The driver, being a bit in a
hurry, comes around the curve with the shrub (position p2 in Figures 3 and 4) at the
same moment that the agent arrives at position pa. As can be seen in Figure 4, the car
hits the agent. Although the accident is minor one (the agent has no permanent
injuries), the agent is momentarily stunned and suffers from temporary amnesia (his
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short-term memory is lost). One of the effects is that the agent cannot remember his
goal to visit the super-market. Furthermore, he cannot remember any of the
observations done prior to the crossing of the street. Realising that he lacks
knowledge about his present predicament, the agent decides to observe his
surroundings (again).

3 DESIRE: a Modelling Framework for Multi-Agent Systems
The model described in this paper is specified within the compositional modelling
framework DESIRE for multi-agent systems (framework for DEsign and
Specification of Interacting REasoning components; cf. [Brazier, Dunin-Keplicz,
Jennings, Treur, 1995, 1997]). A number of generic models for agents and their tasks
have been developed in DESIRE and have been used for a number of applications
(e.g., [Brazier, Jonker and Treur, 1997]). The architectures upon which specifications
for compositional multi-agent systems are based are the result of analysis of the tasks
performed by individual agents and groups of agents. Task compositions include
specifications of interaction between tasks at each level within a task composition,
making it possible to explicitly model tasks which entail interaction between agents
and interaction between agents and the world (which is modelled as a separate
component). Models specified within DESIRE define the structure of compositional
architectures.: Components in a compositional architecture are directly related to
tasks in a task composition. The hierarchical structures of tasks, interaction and
knowledge are fully preserved within compositional architectures. Below the formal
compositional framework for modelling multi-agent tasks DESIRE is introduced, in
which the following aspects are modelled and specified:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

a task composition,
information exchange,
sequencing of tasks,
task delegation,
knowledge structures.

3.1 Task Composition
To model and specify composition of tasks, knowledge of the following types is
required:

9 a task hierarchy,
9 information a task requires as input,
9 information a task produces as a result of task performance
meta-object relations between tasks
9

Within a task hierarchy composed and primitive tasks are distinguished: in contrast to
primitive tasks, composed tasks are composed of other tasks, which, in turn, can be
either composed or primitive. Tasks are directly related to components: composed
tasks are specified as composed components and primitive tasks as primitive
components.
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Information required/produced by a task is defined by input and output signatures
of a component. The signatures used to name the information are defined in a
predicate logic with a hierarchically ordered sort structure (order-sorted predicate
logic). Units of information are represented by the ground atoms defined in the
signature.
The role information plays within reasoning is indicated by the level of an atom
within a signature: different (meta)levels may be distinguished. In a two-level
situation the lowest level is termed object-level informatior~ and the second level
meta-level information. Meta-level information contains information about objectlevel information and reasoning processes; for example, for which atoms the values
are still unknown (epistemic information). Similarly, tasks which include reasoning
about other tasks are modelled as meta-level tasks with respect to object-level tasks.
Often more than two levels of information and reasoning occur, resulting in metameta-.., information and reasoning.

3.2 Information Exchange
Information exchange between tasks is specified as information links between
components. Two types of information links are distinguished: private information
links and mediating information links. For a given parent component, a private
information link relates output of one of its components to input of another, by
specifying which truth value of a specific output atom is linked with which truth
value of a specific input atom. Atoms can be renamed: each component can be
specified in its own language, independent of other components. In a similar manner
mediating links transfer information from the input interface of the parent component
to the input interface of one of its components, or from the output interface of one of
its components to the output interface of the parent component itself. Mediating links
specify the relation between the information at two adjacent abstraction levels in the
component hierarchy. The conditions for activation of information links are explicitly
specified as task control knowledge.
3.3 Sequencing of Tasks
Task sequencing is explicitly modelled within components as task control knowledge.
Task control knowledge includes not only knowledge of which tasks should be
activated when and how, but also knowledge of the goals associated with task
activation and the extent to which goals should be derived. These aspects are
specified as component and link activation together with task control foci and extent
to define the component's goals. Components are, in principle, black boxes to the task
control of an encompassing component: task control is based purely on information
about the success and/or failure of component reasoning. Reasoning of a component
is considered to have been successful with respect to its task control focus if it has
reached the goals specified by this task control focus to the extent specified (e.g., any
or every).
3.4 Delegation of Tasks
During knowledge acquisition a task as a whole is modelled. In the course of the
modelling process decisions are made as to which tasks are (to be) performed by
which agent. This process, which may also be performed at run-time, results in the
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delegation of tasks to the parties involved in task execution. In addition to these
specific tasks, often generic agent tasks, such as interaction with the world
(observation) and other agents (communication and cooperation) are assigned.

3.5 Knowledge Structures
During knowledge acquisition an appropriate structure for domain knowledge must
be devised. The meaning of the concepts used to describe a domain and the relations
between concepts and groups of concepts, are determined. Concepts are required to
identify objects distinguished in a domain (domain-oriented ontology) , but also to
express the methods and strategies employed to perform a task (task-oriented
ontology). Concepts and relations between concepts are defined in hierarchies and
rules based on order-sorted predicate logic. In a specification document references to
appropriate knowledge structures (specified elsewhere) suffice; compositional
knowledge structures are composed by reference to other knowledge structures.
The semantics of the modelling language are based on temporal logic (cf.,
[Engelfriet and Treur, 1994; Treur, 1994; Brazier, Treur, Wijngaards and Willems,
1996]. By explicitly modelling and specifying the semantics of static and dynamic
aspects of a system, a well-defined conceptual description is acquired that can be used
for verification and validation, but also is a basis for reuse. Conceptual design is
supported by graphical tools within the DESIRE software environment. Translation to
an operational system is straightforward; the software environment includes
implementation generators with which formal specifications can be translated into
executable code. DESIRE has been successfully applied to design both single agent
and multi-agent systems.

4 The Material World and its Symbolic Representation
In this section the material world and its symbolic representation, as well as the
concept of transducers are discussed. The approach discussed in the Introduction will
be applied. In Figure 5 the component material_world simulates the actual material
world. All changes with respect to physical aspects of objects take place within this
component. The component symbolicrepresentation_ofmaterial_world simulates the state of
the symbolic representation of the material world over time. Both components and
their interaction will be discussed in more detail in subsequent (sub)sections.

4.1 Material World
As discussed in the Introduction, the material world is simulated by a specification in
terms of executable temporal rules. The vocabulary within the component materiaLworlo
in which these temporal rules are expressed is defined by a signature that has a
compositional structure:
signature material_wodd_sig
signatures generic_material_world sig, specific_material_world_sig, specific_material_brain_sig;
end signature
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Fig. 5. Transduction links between the material world and its symbolic representation
The (composed) signature material_world_sig refers to three other signatures which are
specified below. Referring to another signature means that all language elements of
that other signature can be used to determine the vocabulary specified by the
signature.
signature generic_mate dal_world_sig
sorts
ACTION, AGENT, A G E N T _ P R O P E R T Y , EVENT, OBJECT, POSITION, P R O P E R T Y , SIGN, T I M E ;

sub-sorts
ACTION :
AGENT :
AGENT_PROPERTY :

EVENT;
OBJECT;
PROPERTY;

objects
agent :
neg, pos :
tO, t l , t2, t3 :

AGENT ;
SIGN ;
TIME ;

functions
position:

O B J E C T * POSITION -> P R O P E R T Y ;

relations
at_time:
current_time:
currently :
effect :
event_after :
event_to_happen :
next :
next_time_point :
precedes :

P R O P E R T Y * SIGN * TIME ;
TIME ;
P R O P E R T Y * SIGN ;
EVENT * P R O P E R T Y * SIGN ;
EVENT * TIME ;
EVENT ;
P R O P E R T Y * SIGN ;
TIME ;
TIME * TIME ;

end signature
signature specific_matedal_world_sig
objects
car_to_appear:
car, ice_cream, supermarket:

EVENT ;
OBJECT ;
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pl, p2, p3:
car present:

POSITION ;
PROPERTY ;

functions
close_by for:
goto:
has_hit:
next_on path:
sells:

OBJECT * AGENT -> PROPERTY ;
POSITION -> ACTION ;
OBJECT * OBJECT -> PROPERTY ;
POSITION * POSITION * POSITION -> PROPERTY ;
OBJECT * OBJECT -> PROPERTY ;

relations
cu rrent_action_by:
current_observation_by:
current_observation_result_of:

ACTION * AGENT ;
PROPERTY * AGENT ;
PROPERTY * SIGN * OBJECT ;

end signature
signature specific_material brain_sig
sorts
AGENT_ATOM, BRAIN LOCATION, INFORMATION OBJECT, LTM LOCATION, STM_LOCATION;

sub-sorts
AGENTATOM :
BRAIN_LOCATION :
LTM_LOCATION :
STM_LOCATION :
INFORMATION_OBJECT:

AGENT_PROPERTY ;
POSITION ;
BRAIN_LOCATION ;
BRAIN_LOCATION ;
OBJECT ;

functions
contents_of stmto_ltm:
has_amnesia:
information_object:
Itm_location:
recovered:
recovering:
stm location:
to_be_stored:

INFORMATION_OBJECT * STM_LOCATION -> EVENT ;
AGENT -> AGENT_PROPERTY ;
AGENT_ATOM * SIGN -> INFORMATION OBJECT ;
AGENT_ATOM * TIME -> LTM_LOCATION
AGENT -> AGENT_PROPERTY ;
AGENT -> EVENT ;
AGENT_ATOM * TIME -> STM_LOCATION
AGENT ATOM * SIGN ;

end signature

The (temporal) knowledge simulating the processes within the material world is
specified as follows:
/* domain dependent knowledge */
at time(position(supermarket, p3), pos, T: TIME) ;
attime(sells(supermarket, ice_cream),pes,T: TIME) ;
attime(position(agent, pl), pos, tl) ;
a t t i m e ( c a r p r e s e n t , neg, t l ) ;
effect(car_toappear, position(car, pl), neg) ;
effect(car_toappear, position(car, p2), pos) ;
effect(goto(P : POSITION), position(agent, P : POSITION), pes) ;
effect(recovering(X : OBJECT), has_amnesia(X : OBJECT), neg) ;
eventafter(car_toappear, tl) ;
precedes(tO, t l ) ;
precedes(t1, t2) ;
precedes(t2, t3) ;
if

at_time(position(A : AGENT, pl), pos, T: TIME)
and at_time(position(O:OBJECT,p3),pos,T:TIME)
then at time(close by_for(O : OBJECT, A : AGENT), pos ,T : TIME) ;
if

current observation_by(P : PROPERTY, A : AGENT)

and current_time(T : TIME)
and at_time(P : PROPERTY, S : SIGN, T : TIME)
then current_observation_result of(P : PROPERTY, S : SIGN, A : AGENT) ;
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/* domain independent knowledge */
if

at_time(position(X : OBJECT, P : POSITION), pos, T1 : TIME)
end at_time(position(Y : OBJECT, Q : POSITION), pos, T1 : TIME)
and not equal(X : OBJECT, Y : OBJECT)
and net equal(P : POSITION, Q : POSITION)
and precedes(T1 : TIME, T2 : TIME)
and at_time(position(X : OBJECT, R : POSITION), pos, T2 : TIME)
and at_time(position(Y : OBJECT, R : POSITION), pos, T2 : TIME)
then at_time(has_hit(X : OBJECT, Y : OBJECT), pos, T2 : TIME) ;
if at_time(has_hit(X : OBJECT, agent), pos, T : TIME)
then at_time(has_amnesia(agent), pos, T : TIME) ;
if

current action by(A : ACTION, X : AGENT )
and effect(A : ACTION, P : PROPERTY, S : SIGN)
then next(P : PROPERTY, S : SIGN) ;
if

event_to_happen(E : EVENT)
and effect(E : EVENT, P : PROPERTY, S : SIGN)
then next(P : PROPERTY, S : SIGN) ;
if currently(has_amnesia(X : OBJECT), pos)
then event_to_happen(recovering(X : OBJECT)) ;
if

current_time(T2 : TIME)
end precedes(T1 : TIME, T2 : TIME)
and at_time(position(I : INFORMATION_OBJECT, B: STM_LOCATION), pos, T1 : TIME)
then eventto_happen(contents of stm to_ltm(I : INFORMATION_OBJECT, B: STM_LOCATION)) ;
if

current_time(T1 : TIME)
and precedes(T1 : TIME, T2 : TIME)
then effect(contents_of_stm_to_ltm(I : INFORMATION_OBJECT, B: STM_LOCATION),
position(I : INFORMATION_OBJECT, Itm_location( : INFORMATION_OBJECT, T2 : TIME)), pos ) ;
if

currently(has_amnesia(X : AGENT), neg)
and current_time(T2 : TIME)
and precedes(T1 : TIME, T2 : TIME)
and not event_to_happen(contents_of_stm_to_ltm(I : INFORMATION_OBJECT, B: STM_LOCATION))
and at_time(position(I : INFORMATION_OBJECT, B: STM_LOCATION), pos, T1 : TIME)
then at_time(position(I : INFORMATION OBJECT, B: STM_LOCATION), pos, T2 : TIME) ;
if

current_time(T2 : TIME)
and precedes(T1 : TIME, T2 : TIME)
and at_time(I : INFORMATION_OBJECT, B: LTM LOCATION), pos, T1 : TIME)
then at_time(I : INFORMATION_OBJECT, B: LTM_LOCATION), pos, T2 : TIME) ;
if

current_time(T:TIME)
and at_time(P : PROPERTY, S : SIGN, T : TIME)
then currenUy(P : PROPERTY, S : SIGN) ;
if

event_after(E : EVENT, T : TIME )
and current_time(T : TIME)
then event_to_happen(E : EVENT ) ;
if not equal(P : POSITION, Q : POSITION)
then effect(goto(P : POSITION), position(agent, Q : POSITION), neg) ;
If

current_time(T1 : TIME)
and precedes(T1 : TIME, T2 : TIME)
then next_tirne_point(T2 : TIME) ;
if

next_time_point(T2 : TIME)
and next(X : PROPERTY, S : SIGN)
then at_time(X : PROPERTY, S : SIGN, T2 : TIME) ;
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To execute the temporal rules specified above, updates are required from the current
time point to the next time point. These updates are specified by an information link
from the component material woddtO itself.

4.2 Symbolic Representation of the Material World
In order to reason about the material world and its behaviour, a symbolic
representation of the material world is called for. In Figure 5, the component
symbolic_representation of material wodd specifies a simulation of such a representation. The
vocabulary used within the component symbolic representation of material_worldis specified
by the following signature.
signature symbolicrepresentation of world_sig
sorts
WORLD_TERM ;

mets-descriptions
matedal_world_sig :

WORLD_TERM ;

relations
to be e x e c u t e d b y :
to be observed_by:
just_acquired :

ACTION * AGENT ;
PROPERTY * AGENT ;
WORLD_TERM ;

end signature

This signature introduces a new sort WORLD_TERMthat is used in the construction of a
meta-description of the signature material world_sig. In the meta-description all n-ary
relations of the signature are transformed into n-ary functions into the sort
WORLD_TERM.This construction allows, for example, the following atom:
just_acquired(current_observation_result_of(car_present, neg, agent))
Within

the component

symbolic_representation_of_material_world n o

knowledge is specified.

The component in principle only models the maintenance of representation states.
Also within this component updates are maintained, i.e., whenever an observation has
been performed. Updates are specified by an information link from the component
symbolic_representation of materialworld t o

itself.

4.3 Transduction Links
As discussed in the introduction, there are two issues in using a symbolic
representation of the material world. The first is how changes in the material world
become to be reflected in the symbolic representation (upward transduction). The
second is how changes in the symbolic representation of the world affect the material
world itself (downward transduction). In Figure 5, the simulations of transducers are
modelled within the framework DESIRE as information links between the output and
input interfaces of the components material_worldand symbolic_representation of material_world.
The information links that model transducers are called t r a n s d u c t i o n l i n k s (and
depicted in italics). The upward transducer is modelled by the transduction link
m a t e r i a l e f f e c t u a t i o n of world, the d o w n w a r d by the transduction
link
symbolic_representation_of world. The downward link transfers actions that are to be
performed to the component material_world. Given that the computer systems uses of
one or more sensors, observations can be made. The results of observations are
transferred to the component symbolicrepresentationof_material_world, by way of the
transduction link symbolic_representation_of_world, during which a symbolic representation
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of the observation results is made that can be processed by the receiving component.
In Figure 5 each component has a levelled interface (denoted by the rectangles on
side of the components). The transduction link symbolic_representation_of_world transfers
epistemic meta-level information on the material world (e.g., expressed by the truth
of the atom true(current observation_result_of(car_present, pos, agent))) to object level
information that can be used by the component symbolic_representation_of_materiaLwortd
(expressed by the truth of the atom just_acquired(current_observation result_of(car present, pos,
agent)));
atom links

)

true(current_observation result_of(P : PROPERTY, S : SIGN, agent)),
just acquired(current_observation_result_of(P : PROPERTY, S : SIGN, agent))
: <<true,true>> ;
true(currenLobservation result_of(P : PROPERTY, S : SIGN, agent)),
just_acquired(currentobservation_result_of(P : PROPERTY, neg, agent))
: <<false,true>> ;

The transduction link material_effectuation_of_world links information on actions to be
executed of the component symbolic_representation of_material_world, to meta-level
information on the material world:
atom links

(

to_be_executed_by(A : ACTION, agent),
assumption(current_action_by(A : ACTION, agent), pos)
: <<true,true>, <false,false>, <unknown,unknown>> ;
to_be_observed_by(P : PROPERTY, agent),
assumption(current_observaUon_by(P : PROPERTY, agent), pos)
: <<true,true>, <false,false>, <unknown,unknown>> ;

In this example, the truth value combinations <false,false> and <unknown,unknown>ensure
that previous actions are retracted, so that actions will not be performed ad infinitum.

5 An Agent's Rational Behaviour
in Interaction with the Material World
As discussed in Section 4 the downward transduction link is needed for the actual
execution of actions. However, the component symbolic_representation_of material_world is
not modelled as a component in which rational decisions are made on which
observation or action is to be performed and when (pro-active behaviour). Such
mental decision processes are modelled in the component agent, see Figure 6.

5.1 Agent
The component agent models the cognitive symbolic reasoning system of an agent as a
logical system. The rational agent can determine to perform observations and actions.
The vocabulary used within the component agent is specified by the following
signature.
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Fig. 6. Transduction and symbolic links connecting agent and material world
signature symbolic_agent_sig
sorts
WORLD_TERM

;

rneta-descriptions
material_world_sig
functions
current_observation_result
closeby :
own_position :
visiting :

relations
belief:
current_belief:
desire:
goal:
most_recent observation:
observed:
observed_at:
possible_observation:
to_beexecuted:
to be observed:
end signature

WORLDTERM
:

;

P R O P E R T Y * SIGN -> W O R L D _ T E R M
OBJECT-> PROPERTY ;
POSITION ;
A G E N T -> W O R L D T E R M
;

;

WORLD_TERM ;
P R O P E R T Y * SIGN ;
OBJECT ;
WORLD_TERM ;
P R O P E R T Y " SIGN ;
PROPERTY ;
P R O P E R T Y * SIGN * T : T I M E ;
PROPERTY ;
ACTION ;
PROPERTY ;

Note again the meta-description construct within this signature.
5.2 The Agent Components
The agent is modelled as a composed component consisting of two sub-components,
ownprocess_control and maintain_world_information, see Figure 7. The reasoning about its
goals, desires, and plans is performed within the component own_process control. Its
knowledge about the world, obtained by observations, is maintained within the
component maintain_wodO_information.
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The component ownprocess_controlcontains the following knowledge:
desire(ice_cream) ;
to be observed(own_position(P2 : POSITION));
to be observed(car_present);
If desire(G : OBJECT)
then possible_observation(position(S : OBJECT, P1 : POSITION))
and possible_observation(close_by(S : OBJECT))
and possible_observation(sells(S : OBJECT, G : OBJECT));
if

possible_observation(P : PROPERTY)
and not observed(P : PROPERTY)
then to_be_observed(P : PROPERTY);
if

current_belief(sells(S : OBJECT, G : OBJECT), pos)
and desire(G : OBJECT)
and current_belief(close_by(S : OBJECT), pos)
then goal(visiting(S : OBJECT));
if

goal(visiting(S : OBJECT))
and current_belief(position(S : OBJECT, P : POSITION), pos)
and current_belief(own_position(Q : POSITION), pos)
and current_belief(car_present, neg)
and current_belief(next_on_path(R : POSITION, Q : POSITION, P : POSITION), pos)
then to be executed(goto(R : POSITION));
if

current_time(T:TIME)
and just_acquired(current_observation_result(P : PROPERTY, S : SIGN))

then observed_at(P : PROPERTY, S : SIGN, T : TIME);

The link observed_world_infotransfers the just acquired knowledge about the world from
own_process_control tO maintain_world_information.The agent obtains this knowledge by
observations. The link updates the truth values of the atom most_recent_observation
ensuring that the atom indeed reflects the most recent information about the world.
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The link most_recent_observation results determines the beliefs that are to be held by the
agent (within its component own_process_control).

5.3 Symbolic Links
The symbols representing the decisions to perform observations and actions are
linked
to the
symbolic
system
modelled
by the
component
symbolic_representation of material_world. All connections between symbolic systems are
called symbolic links. Symbolic links are modelled as information links within the
framework DESIRE. The symbolic link that transfers the symbolic representations of
observations and actions that are to be performed is called observations and actions. This
link connects the object level of the output interface of the component agent with the
object level input interface of the component symbolic representation_of_materiaLworld:
term links
(close_by(O : OBJECT),
close by_for(O : OBJECT, agent)) ;
(own_position(P : POSITION),
position(agent, P : POSITION)) ;
atom links
to be_observed(P : PROPERTY),
to be observed_by(P : PROPERTY, agent)
: <<true,true>, <false,false>, <unknown,unknown>> ;
to_be_executed(A : ACTION),
to_be executed_by(A : ACTION, agent)
: <<true,true>, <false,false>, <unknown,unknown>> ;

The results of observations performed within material_world are transferred to the
component agent through the transduction link symbolic_representation_world(see previous
section) and the symbolic ]ink observation_results that connects the component
symbolic_representation of materialworld t o t h e c o m p o n e n t

agent:

term links
(close_by_for(O : OBJECT, agent), close by(O : OBJECT)) ;
(position(agent, P : POSITION),
own position(P : POSITION)) ;
atom links
just_acquired(current_observation_result_of(X : PROPERTY, S : SIGN, agent)),
just_acquired(current_observation_result(X : PROPERTY, S : SIGN))
: <<true,true>, <false,false>> ;
just_acquired(current_observation_resutt_of(X : PROPERTY, S : SIGN, agent)),
observed(X : PROPERTY)
: <<true,true>> ;
current_time(T : TIME),
current_time(T : TIME)
: <<true,true>, <false,false>, <unknown,unknown>> ;

6 An Agent and its Material Representation
In Figure 8 the cognitive symbolic system of the agent is modelled by the component
agent described in the previous section. The component material_representation_ofagent
models the material representation of (the symbolic system of) the agent. As
discussed in the Introduction, the relation between the agent and its material
representation is modelled in a manner similar to the manner in which the relation
between the material world and its symbolic representation is modelled. An upward
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transducer defines how symbolic aspects of the agent are represented in a material
form, a downward transducer defines how properties of the material world affect the
processes of the symbolic system within the agent.

material
representation
of agent

symbolic effectuationof agem I
I
material representationof agent

agent

Fig. 8.

Transduction links between the agent and its material representation

6.1 Material Representation of an Agent
The vocabulary used within the component material_representation_of_agentis specified by
the following composed signature.
signature rnaterial_representation_of agent_sig
signatures
generic_material_world_sig, specific_material brain_sig ;
meta-descriptions
symbolie_agent_sig:
AGENT_ATOM ;
end signature

The signature symbolic_agent_sigis used in a meta-description construct, such that the
relations of that signature can be used as functions into the sort AGENTATOM.The sort
AGENT_ATOMis a sub-sort of the sort AGENT_PROPERTY,which in turn is a sub-sort of
the sort PROPERTY.Therefore, all relations that have PROPERTYas an argument and are
specified in the signatures generic_material world_sig and speeific_material_brain_sig can be
applied to the new terms.
Within the component material_woad a simple model for memory is specified. The
component material_representation_of_agent only maintains a state, from and to which
information is transferred to and from the component materiaLworld.The only exception
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is the following knowledge base rule that combines the information to be stored and
the current time point and determines the actual storage of the information as a
physical property:
if

current_time(T : TIME)
and to_be_stored(A : AGENT_ATOM, S : SIGN)
then at_time(position(information_object(A : AGENT ATOM, S : SIGN),
stm_location(A : AGENT_ATOM, T : TIME), pos, T : TIME) ;

6.2 Transduetion Links
The information maintained by the agent is built of atoms with an explicit reference
to their truth value in the form of a sign. The atom is transformed into a term by the
transition from the agent to its material representation. For example, the atom
observed_at(car_present, neg, tl) that could be used within the component agent, is
represented by a term within the component material_representation_of_agent.I f the atom is
true within agent, the sign pos is to be added within material_representation_of_agent,i f t h c
atom was false, the sign neg is to be added. If the atom has the truth-value unknown it is
not stored in material_representation of agent. If the agent, by reasoning, makes cognitive
changes in its beliefs, desires, goals, or knowledge, the material representations of
these changes are materialised in the brain. This process of upward transduction is
modelled (see Figures 7 and 8) by the transduction links material representation_or_agent,
representation into from OPC and representation into from_MWl. A s a n example, the atom links
of the transduction link representation into from_OPC are specified as follows:
atom links

(
)
(
)

true(A : IIOA),
to be stored(A : A G E N T A T O M , pos)
: <<true,true>> ;
false(A : IIOA),
to be stored(A : AGENT ATOM, neg)
: <<true,true>> ;

An example of an instantiated atom link of representation into from_OPC is:
(
)

true(observed_at(car~oresent, neg, tl)),
to_be stored(observed_at(car present, neg, tl), pos)
: <<true,true>> ;

An example of an instantiated atom link of material_representation of_agent is:
(
)

to be stored(observed at(car present, neg, tl), pos),
to be stored(observed_at(car present, neg, tl), pos)
: <<true,true>> ;

For simplicity in this paper it is assumed that there exist functions that relate
information in memory to locations within the brain, i.e., positions:
position(I : INFORMATION_OBJECT, B : BRAIN_LOCATION)

The simple model for memory used in this paper has a short-term memory and a long
term memory. To model this distinction, the sub-sort BRAIN_LOCATIONof POSITIONhas
two sub-sorts: STM_LOCAT~ONand LTM_LOCAnON.Given the atom of the agent (a term of
the sort AGENT_ATOM)and a time point (a term of the sort TIME), the function stm_location
relates information to a position within the short term memory, whereas ItmJocation
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relates information to a position within the long term memory. The time point used by
the function is the moment in time that the information is stored into the memory. An
information object is specified as
information_object(A : AGENT_ATOM, S : SIGN),

where the sort AGENTATOM contains objects that refer to atoms of the agent, e.g.,
observed_at(car present, neg, tl). The current status of the memory is modelled by atoms of
the form:
currently(position(information_object(A: AGENT_ATOM,S : SIGN),B : BRAIN_LOCATION),pos)
If a physical change within the component material_representation_of_agent occurs, the
symbolic interpretation of the changed information is linked to the component agent
by the downward transduction process, modelled by the transduction links
symbolic_effectuation__of_agent, effectuation_info to_OPC and effectuation_info_to_MWl. T h e atom link
of the transduction link effectuation_infoto__oPc are specified as follows:
atom links

(
)

currently(position(information_object(A : AGENT_ATOM, S : SIGN), B : STM_LOCATION), pos),
assumption(A : AGENT_ATOM, S : SIGN)
: <<true,true>, <false,false>, <unknown,unknown>> ;

By these transduction links object level information from the component
material_representation_of_agent is transferred to meta-level information within the
component agent, which defines the current information state of the agent.

material
updatematerial
representatio~
of age

representation
of agent

~pdate
naterialworld

slmboliceffectuationof agent

I

materialrepresentationof agent

material
world

Fig. 9. Transduction and material links connecting material world and agent
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7 The Material World's Physical Behaviour
in Interaction with an Agent
The material representation of the agent is a part of the material world. Therefore, the
component material_representation_of_agentis modelled as a simple component for passing
on information. The material links connecting these two components (see Figure 9),
update_material_worldand update_material_representation_ofagent, are s i m p l e i d e n t i t y l i n k s , i.e.,

they only transfer information, they do not translate it. For example, the material link
update_material_representation_of_agentlinks atoms to themselves:
(
)

at_time(position(I : INFORMATION_OBJECT, B : BRAIN_LOCATION), S : SIGN, T : TIME),
at_time(position(I : INFORMATION_OBJECT, B : BRAIN_LOCATION), S : SIGN, T : TIME)
: <<true,true>, <unknown,unknown>, <false,false>> ;

8 The Complete Model
As can be seen from Figures 5, 6, 8, and 9 it is possible to create a symbolic
representation of a material system and to create a material representation of a
symbolic system. In Figure 10 all components and all information links (transduction,
symbolic and material links) of the top level of the complete model are presented.
Together, they sketch two connections between the agent and the material world. The
connection between material representations and symbolic representations is made by
transduction links, between symbolic representations by symbolic links and between
material representations by material links.

9 Trace of the Example Interaction Patterns
In this section it is shown how the course of events in the example introduced in
Section 2 is simulated as a reactive pattern using the model introduced in the previous
sections. The trace is started at the moment that the agent is in position pl and has
observed that a supermarket where ice cream is sold is at position p3, and that a path
from pl to p3 is available with p2 as next position. Moreover, the agent has observed
that no car was present. These observations where made using the transduction links
symbolic_effectuation of world and material_representation of world b e t w e e n the m a t e r i a l w o r l d

and its symbolic representation, and the symbolic links observations_andactionsand
observation_results. As a result the observation information is available within the agent
(as current beliefs). The trace is started at time point tl. The situation at time tl is
represented in Figure 3.
- reasoning within the component agent;

it derives conclusions goal(visiting(supermarket)),to_be_executed(goto(p2))
transfer the action to the material world

by the symbolic link observations and actions tO the component
symbolic_representation_of_materialworldand b y the d o w n w a r d t r a n s d u c t i o n l i n k
materiaI_effectuation of world tO the c o m p o n e n t material_world
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Fig. 10. Transduction, symbolic and material links connecting agent and material world

- execution o f the action and the event car appears within the material world;
determination o f consequences thereof see Figure 4.

determination of the effect at_time(position(agent,p2), t2) of the action goto(p2);
determination of the effect aLtime(position(car,p2), t2) of the event car__to_appear;
determination of aLtime(has_hit(car,agent),t2);
determination of at_time(has_amnesia(agent),t2);
no determination of at_time(position(l:lNFORMATION_OBOECT,
B:STM_LOCATION),pos, 12)
because the condition currently(has_amnesia(agent),neg) lacks;
- transfer the effects to the agent

the material effects and their consequences are transferred by the material link
update_material_representation_oLagentand from there by the downward transduction
link symbolic_effectcation_of_agenttO the component agent;
because of this no facts are available anymore that were materially represented in
the STM memory: the agent looses facts such as: goal(visiting(supermarket)),
to be executed(goto(p2)),and all observations performed at the previous two time
points
- reasoning o f the agent with lost STM.

the agent has a severe lack of knowledge about its current situation; e.g., what is
its position, what was its goal; it decides to observe again. By new observations
information on the current material situation can be obtained; however,
information about its (previous) goal cannot be found that easily.
and so on .....
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10 Other Types of Interaction Patterns Between Mind and Matter
In the previous sections the example course of events was simulated as a reactive
pattern trough Figure 10 from the lower left hand side component (agent) tO the upper
right hand side component (symbolic_representation_of_material_world)to the lower right hand
side component (material world) tO the higher left hand side component
(materialrepresentation_of_agent) to the lower left hand side component (agent). Also for
various other types of interaction between symbolic systems and material systems
such patterns can be identified. In this section a number of examples are discussed.
9

Drug use

Using the model introduced in this paper the process of taking a (narcotic) drug can
be simulated as follows (see Figure 10):
- decision o f the agent to take the drug

reasoning within the component agent; deriving conclusion to_be executed(take_drug)
- transfer the action to the material world

by the symbolic link observations and actions to the component
symbolic_representation of material_worldand by the downward transduction link
material_effectuation_of_worldtO the component material_world
- execution o f the action take drug within the material world

determination of the effect active_brain of the action takedrug
- transfer the effects o f take drug to the agent

by the material link update_material_representation of_agentand the downward
transduction link symbolic effectuation of agenttO the component agent
- execution o f the agent with drug effect
9

Agents planning and executing birth and death

Using the model introduced in this paper the process of creating a new child agent by
a rational agent can be simulated by a similar pattern in Figure 10:
- decision o f the agent to create a child agent

reasoning within the component agent; deriving conclusion to be executed(create_child)
- transfer the action to the material world

by the symbolic link observations_and_actionstO the component
symbolic_representation_of_material_worldand by the downward transduction link
material_effectuation of worldtO the component material_world
- execution o f the action create chiM within the material world

determination of the effect of the action createchild
- transfer the effects o f to create child to the agent

by the material link update_material_representation_of_agent and the downward
transduction link symbolic effectuatioo_ot_agenttO the component agent; this link
modifies the component agent by replacing it by two similar components
- execution o f the agent and its child agent

In a similar manner a rational action to kill an agent can be modelled,
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9 Psychosomatic diseases
For psychosomatic diseases the pattern in Figure 10 proceeds in a different direction:
from the lower left hand side component to the upper left hand side component to the
lower right hand side component. For example, a heart attack induced by
psychological factors can be modelled as follows.
the agent reasons about highly stress-provoking information
stressful reasoning within the component agent
transfer of the stress to the material representation of the agent
by the upward transduction link material_representation of agent to the component
materialrepresentation_of_agent (to the property over_activebrain) and by the material link
update_material_worldto the component material wodd
- execution of the material world
determination of the effect over_active_brainto heart functioning

11 Discussion
Internal representations of the material world as maintained by an agent, are related to
the material world by a representation/reference relation. In this paper a simulation
model is introduced covering both a sub-model for the agent (simulating its mental
processes) and a sub-model for the material world (simulating its physical processes).
The semantical relations between the two sub-models are formalised as dual
repesentation relations. In the model it is taken into account that the agent's mind has
a materialisation in the form of a brain.
Most parts of the specification of the model are generic; although the example
instantiation that is used to illustrate the model is kept rather simple, the generic part
of the model can be (re)used to simulate a variety of phenomena in which (multiple)
mind-matter interactions occur. The compositional design method DESIRE supports
that specific components in the model can be replaced by other components without
affecting the rest of the model. For example, more sophisticated memory models can
replace the rather simplistic model used as an illustration in this paper.
The work in this paper is of importance for
9 foundational questions from a philosophical and logical perspective
9 research in cognitive psychology, neuro-physiology, and their relation
9 application to dynamic multi-agent domains in which agents can be created and
killed
The relevance of the model for each of these three areas will be explained.
An interesting foundational philosophical and logical issue is the semantics of
dual representation relations (see also [Hofstadter, 1979]). Both from a static and
from a dynamic perspective further questions can be formulated and addressed. For
example, the further development of a foundation of semantic attachments and
reflection principles [Weyhrauch, 1980] in the context of dual representation
relations, and dynamically changing mental and physical states. Another question is
the semantically sound integration of (qualitative and quantitative) simulation
techniques and (temporal) logical modelling.
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Cognitive and neuro-physiological models can be semantically integrated using
the model introduced in this paper. The presented generic model can be instantiated
by existing models of both kinds. A useful test for existing philosophical approaches
to the mind-body problem (e.g., such as described in [Harman, 1989]) is to
investigate the possibility to operationalise them using the presented model.
Among the applications of the model are agents capable of planning and executing
life affecting actions, such as giving birth and killing (other) agents. These
capabilities are essential for Internet agents that can decide on the fly to create new
agents to assist them in their tasks and removing these agents after completion of the
task they were created for. This application area is one of the focusses of our current
research.
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